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When I was ten I had a nightmare about heaven.  I had died wearing my brown wool 
knit sweater and corduroy pants and shown up at the hugest church service you can 
imagine.  And as I slide into my seat at the end of the pew – at least I get an aisle seat I 
realized I was beside my grandma.  But as I look at her, I notice that the pew went on 
for eternity.  And in front of us there are at least a thousand more.  And we were going 
to sit there and look at Jesus forever and I couldn’t even see over the guy in front of me. 
… 
So what pops into your mind when you think of heaven?  Maybe it’s those Philadelphia 
Cream Cheese commercials or the fact that all dogs go there.  But you probably think 
something because humans have been thinking about eternal life a long time.   
 
So the oldest literary work that exists is the Epic of Gilgamesh which is a story about a 
king who goes of a quest to win eternal life from the gods for his friend.  It was written in 
around 2100 BC, which to put in perspective, was 500 years before Moses.  So people 
have always liked the idea of eternal life. 
 
But our culture has a bit of a complicated interest in the subject.  On one hand our 
entertainment is full of the supernatural and immortality.  But on the other our 
philosophy is sophisticated and naturalistic.  We despise the idea of God so much that it 
has become a virtue not to believe in life after death.   
 
So atheist David Tuttle writes: 

“There is a certain motivation that comes from knowing that this is the only life I 
get – that there is nothing after.  I don’t hold back.  I don’t wait for the proper 
moments.  I’ve got one shot to get it right, and I am not going to waste it waiting 
for something better.” 

 
So eternal life is great in the fairy tales, but by and large Canadians don’t think it’s true. 
… 
Well, it turns out we weren’t the first sophisticated people to think like this.  In today’s 
text Jesus goes head-to-head with the Sadducees who liked the Old Testament stories 
of heaven and eternal life, they just didn’t believe they were true. 
 
So go ahead and grab your Bibles.  We are in Mark 12 today.  And we will be picking it 
up in verse 18.  And most of us are in our cars this morning, but if you are at home 
either by yourself or if you’ve invited some friends or family to worship with you, would 
you stand with me in respect and hunger for hearing God speak into our situation.  Hear 
now the word of the Lord. 
 
[Read Mark 12:18-27] 
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This is the word of the Lord.  You may be seated. 
 
So last week two political enemies, the Pharisees and the Herodians, tried to expose 
Jesus’ political agenda so they could pounce.  But He left them amazed – “give to 
Caesar what is Caesar’s and to God what is God’s” – in other words, what Caesar asks 
of us has no impact whatsoever on whether or not we give God what is God’s.  God 
wants our worship, and no political requirement can stop us from giving this.   
 
Well it’s still Tuesday of Holy Week in the text – three days before Jesus is arrested.  
And He’s in the temple courts.  So it isn’t surprising that the Sadducees are there. 
 
The Sadducees were the official leaders of the temple and the theological counterparts 
to the Pharisees.  The Pharisees were the conservatives and the Sadducees were the 
liberals.  And they were liberal in the sense that they had partnered with Rome to 
maintain their position and bought into a lot of the Hellenistic culture around them.  And 
they also didn’t think the entire Old Testament was authoritative.  They picked and 
chose what they wanted in scripture.  And they chose the first five books that Moses 
had written, and nothing else.   
 
And this still happens today.  People pick and choose the scripture they like because 
there are sections in the other parts that seem to contradict the social and theological 
worldview they have developed.  Maybe they say “I like Jesus, but I don’t like the God of 
the Old Testament, He’s mean and judgmental.” 
 
The problem with this is if we come to scripture as the authorities and make it line up 
with what we think, then we create God in our own image.  And this is what the 
Sadducees had done. 
 
So in the first five books of the Bible there is really nothing said about eternal life.  It’s 
the prophets like Isaiah and Daniel that start unpacking this.  And then ultimately Jesus 
develops it a whole lot more.  
 
But because the Sadducees didn’t like the prophets, they didn’t believe there would be 
a resurrection.  They believed what we have now is what we get.  And so they set up a 
question that demonstrated the problem of the resurrection, based on their worldview, in 
order to trap Jesus. 
 
But it’s a bad strategy – trapping Jesus.  And so Jesus responds by demonstrating their 
lack of belief in the power of God and the promise of scripture.1 
… 
But first the problem.  In verse 18 we are introduced to the Sadducees and their back 
story – they don’t believe in the resurrection.   
 

 
1 Outline adapted from John Lin https://gospelinlife.com/downloads/jesus-on-the-afterlife-am-5471/ (accessed 
October 22, 2021) 

https://gospelinlife.com/downloads/jesus-on-the-afterlife-am-5471/
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Now we actually know a lot more about the Pharisees than we do about the Sadducees 
because Jesus spent more time with them.  And so we often think of the Pharisees as 
the bad guys.  But here’s the interesting thing.  The Pharisees were the leaders of the 
synagogues.  And this is where people went who were actually interested in 
worshipping the God of the Bible and living their lives in a way that pleased Him. 
 
And so all the serious God followers in the first century respected the Pharisees.  These 
guys were like the pastors and Missional Community Group leaders of their ‘churches’.  
And so everyone was surprised when Jesus critiqued them essentially saying: “Just 
because you follow God’s rules doesn’t mean you are actually following God.  You’re 
missing God’s heart.  He’s a people keeper not a rule keeper.” 
 
But less people were surprised to see Jesus take offense with the Sadducees.  
Everyone knew they had bought into Rome and compromised themselves to gain 
power.  And so it wasn’t surprising that they liked the story of Moses, but weren’t fans of 
the prophets.  The prophets were continually calling Israel to stop compromising and 
return to God. 
… 
Now the context of the debate here is the resurrection.  But in one sense the 
Sadducees had just thrown this idea out along with the prophets – it wasn’t the main 
issue for them.  But it got more complicated than that as time progressed. 
 
So last week we talked about Judas the Galilean – he was this revolutionary who fought 
back against paying the imperial tax.  But actually there were lots of guys trying to throw 
off Rome and return Israel to the kingdom of God at this time.  And revolutionaries loved 
the idea of resurrection.   
 
If resurrection is real, then everything matters in a deeper way.  Immediately you 
become bolder and more fearless.  You are free to dream and strive for a better future 
for yourself and those who will come later.  You’re less self-protecting and less cynical 
because anything you lose now will be returned in the next life.  And so you can be 
generous and hopeful.  The little things you give up can bear eternal rewards. 
 
And of course if you get rewarded in the next life for the way you live here then the 
people in power have a lot to fear.  It’s really hard to control people who aren’t afraid of 
death.  Jesus could disassemble the entire world the Sadducees had built up around 
themselves.  That’s the problem with the resurrection. 
… 
Just a thought here about modern atheism in comparison.  While it’s a nice idea that 
believing ‘now is all you get’ makes people live more intentionally, the reality is the very 
opposite.  If this is all there is then there is no reason to sacrifice for the betterment of 
someone else.  It’s just me and the people I love that matter.  And the fear of losing 
what I’ve got keeps me playing safe.  It is the fear of death and pain that holds abundant 
living in check if there is nothing more to come. 
… 
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So I know you probably find this hard to believe, but I’m not 22 anymore.  Actually I find 
this hard to believe as well.  But it’s as I hang out with my kids that reality strikes home.  
 
So I was at the playground the other day and Jaxon was showing me how he could 
jump from the top of the monkey bars – it’s about an 8 foot drop.  And in general I 
believe it is the dad’s roll in the family to encourage risk taking stupidity, so that the 
mom can do her roll which is cuddling kids who hurt themselves and that kind of thing. 
 
But as I watched Jax take this jump – and he did it more than once – I noticed that as 
he would hit the ground I would get an adrenaline rush.  He was having fun, and it was 
triggering my fight or flight reflex.  Now why?  It’s because I know that if I jumped off 
those monkey bar my legs would rip off and lodge somewhere around my ears.   
 
Now Jax doesn’t worry about this – it’s the furthest thing from his mind and so he really 
lives – he flies.  But death is 33 years closer to my mind than his.  And so I act 
differently than he does. 
… 
When death is far off or irrelevant you can be courageous.  But if you are aware that 
death is imminent, and especially if this life is all you get, then you try to preserve what 
you’ve got.  And so the resurrection posed a real problem for the Sadducees; it 
threatened their power and position. 
 
And so they decided that the best thing to do was hit Jesus with a hypothetical problem:  
“There was this woman and her husband died.  And so she married his brother.  And it 
was actually Moses who established this as law in order to take care of the widow and 
preserve the family name.  (This was social justice 1600 years before Jesus – totally 
unheard of in the world.)  But he died too.  And pretty soon she had worked her way 
through seven brothers all without having a kid.  And then she died.  And so Jesus, in 
the resurrection who is she going to be married to?” 
… 
If this all sounds a little ridiculous that’s the point.  The Sadducees concocted a stupid 
scenario in the hopes Jesus would give a stupid answer.  Obviously no one, least of all 
the woman, wants to spend eternity with seven husbands leaving their socks on the 
bedroom floor. 
 
But like always, Jesus sees through the trap and identifies the two issues at the heart of 
the Sadducees disbelief.  They don’t understand the power of God or the promise of 
scripture.   
 
So first the power of God.  In verse 24 Jesus says: 

Your mistake is that you don’t know… the power of God. When the dead rise, they will 

neither marry nor be given in marriage. In this respect they will be like the angels in 

heaven. (Mark 12:24-45) 
 
So Jesus says you don’t know what the resurrection is about because you don’t know 
what God’s about.   
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… 
So I love Calvin the theologian and his stuffed tiger Hobbs.  And there is this one sketch 
where Calvin asks Hobbs, “Want to help me write a book?”  “Sure.”  Hobbs responds.  
“What’s it about?”  “Well, you know what historical fiction is?  This is sort of like that.  I’m 
writing a fictional autobiography.  It’s the story of my life, but with a lot of parts 
completely made up.”  “Why would you make up your own life?”  Hobbs wonders.  And 
Calvin responds: “Because in my book I have a flame thrower!”  
 
And this is the way a lot of us, even us in church, think about the afterlife and God.  It’s 
going to be life as we know it, just better.  All the same good stuff forever and ever.  And 
this is the understanding the Sadducees had as well.  Heaven is like a fictional 
autobiography where life as we know it continues.  But Jesus says “you don’t know the 
power of God.  
 
And then Jesus fleshes this out – the power of God is such that in the resurrection 
marriage doesn’t exist. 
… 
Now this idea is going to hit each of us differently depending on where we are at.  So if 
you’re a teenage boy this probably sounds terrible.  I know I used to pray “Jesus, please 
don’t come back until I get married.”  On the other hand, we all know a few married 
people who can’t wait for Jesus to return and end it all.   
 
Now, obviously both these perspectives are a bit faulty.  But Jesus says there will be no 
marriage, not even awesome marriage, in heaven.  So what’s up with this? 
… 
Well, marriage done right is all about being intimately known by another and loved 
anyway.  Someone sees you for who you actually are and shares themselves with you 
promising to never leave.  That’s beautiful!  Marriage is seeking the deeply satisfying 
physical and emotional wellbeing of another who is doing the same for you.  And as 
such it’s a picture of life with God.  As we seek God’s glory it works out for our good. 
… 
But it’s just a picture.  It’s like training wheels on a bike.  And Jesus says the power of 
God is such that once you get the real thing you don’t need the picture anymore.  
Something better is coming. 
 
And so the reason there will be no marriage in heaven is because we will experience 
the heart-pounding, fully enrapturing love we were created for in the beginning in 
fullness.  Our depth of relationship with our Creator will be seen, not through a glass 
dimly, but face to face.  And it will be like arriving at the place the best marriages ever 
point to like a sign post.   
 
And so there won’t be any need for marriage anymore.  We will be intimately known and 
loved in every way.  And as such heaven will be more real, and more beautiful, than we 
are capable of imagining now.   
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This is the power of the resurrection, and the power of God that the Sadducees didn’t 
know.  But they also couldn’t comprehend the promise of scripture.  So in verse 24 
Jesus says:  

“Your mistake is that you don’t know the Scriptures…. haven’t you ever read about this in 

the writings of Moses, in the story of the burning bush? Long after Abraham, Isaac, and 

Jacob had died, God said to Moses, ‘I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the 

God of Jacob.’ So He is the God of the living, not the dead. You have made a serious 

error.” (Mark 12:24-27) 

 
Now Jesus is brilliant here.  He argues from a section of scripture the Sadducees did 
see as authoritative – the books of Moses – and He shows that their worldview isn’t 
consistent with Moses and therefore they have a broken view of God. 
 
This is actually the same way you can respond to someone who loves Jesus but not the 
God of the Old Testament.  Show them that Jesus loved the Old Testament and is 
consistent with His Father who is pictured there.   
 
So in Exodus 3 God describes Himself as the God of the patriarchs even though they 
had been dead 400 years by the time Moses shows up.  But God speaks of them in a 
way that implies they are alive!  So God doesn’t say “I was the God of Abraham.”  He 
says “I AM the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.” 
 
Our God is the “I AM” God.  This is His name – YHWH means I AM.  And this is the 
promise of scripture.  God never becomes irrelevant.  He is always in our present.   
… 
You know, probably the most tragic words that can exist in the context of relationship 
are the words “I was.”  “I was a father.  Or I was a son.”  “She was my wife.”  “We were 
in love.”   These words mean that the beauty of the past is no longer true.  The 
relationship is broken.  Love isn’t there anymore.   
 
But Jesus sees something different in the scripture.  He sees that God’s promise 
transcends death and so our relationship with Him can transcend death as well.  He will 
always be I AM to us.  And this isn’t a New Testament thing or even a Prophets thing.  
This has been true from the very beginning.   
 
And then the beauty of Jesus is that He grabs this “I AM” language from YHWH and 
uses it of Himself.   
 
So in the Gospel of John seven times Jesus says things like “I AM the good shepherd.  I 
AM the bread of life.  I AM the light of the world.  And I AM the resurrection and the life.”  
And what Jesus is doing is tying Himself to the God of the Old Testament.  He is the 
final revelation of everything YHWH has always been, but we just didn’t have the full 
picture before. 
 
So in Colossians Paul writes: 
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Christ is the visible image of the invisible God. 

    He existed before anything was created and is supreme over all creation… 

    He is the beginning, 

    supreme over all who rise from the dead….  

For God in all His fullness 

    was pleased to live in Christ, 

and through Him God reconciled 

    everything to Himself. (Colossians 1:15-20) 
 
In Jesus we find out that the I AM of scripture offers us the same thing He offered the 
patriarchs – an abundant, eternal relationship with Himself.  This has always been true, 
but in Jesus we see how it has been made true. 
 
So while we get hints of this in the Old Testament, in Jesus the way God brings us back 
into relationship becomes clear.  We can’t build a tower high enough so YHWH has to 
come down.  Our sin demands a sacrifice but there is no sacrifice worthy so YHWH 
becomes the Lamb.   
 
You see God created us for intimate relationship with Himself, but we rejected Him and 
His love of us, in favor of being our own gods.  We said “We want Your stuff, we just 
don’t want You.”  And then we left.  And we’ve all done this. 
 
But in Jesus we see that rather than standing in judgment, the Good Shepherd of Psalm 
23 has come and chased us down.  And then amazingly the holy God of the patriarchs 
lays down His life for His sheep. The Bread of Life gives His body to be broken for us.  
The Light of the world endures the darkness of death.  And the Resurrection and the 
Life is cast into the tomb. 
 
And the Great I AM does all this in order to bring us back to the relationship He created 
us for in the beginning.  Now Jesus never deserved any of this.  He didn’t deserve death 
and He didn’t have to experience it.  One word at Gethsemane would have brought a 
legion of angels to His defense; one snap of His fingers on the cross would have 
crushed Rome.  But Jesus embraced death to make resurrection a reality and to show 
us how beautiful a reality it is. 
 
Friends, God’s resurrection that we hope for is full of all the intimacy and love and 
belonging even the best of marriages only point to.  This is the power of God and the 
promise of scripture. 
 
So brothers and sisters, feast your soul on who Jesus is and what He wants for you.  He 
is the Great I AM and He loves you so much that He crossed the infinity of sin and 
death to bring you back to the love relationship He created you for in the beginning.  So 
will you give Him what He deserves?  Will you give Him yourself? 


